Abstract -Boundary conditions for the vorticity form of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are established. Integral equations system for the vorticity and its derivatives in the exterior of the compact domain and on its boundary is constructed. Randomization of this system leads to the stochastic algorithm solving the initial differential problem.
Introduction
In this paper we consider two-dimensional viscous incompressible flows governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. We use its vorticity form and so we have tbe only function w that defines all the flow field. Since vorticity equation from mathematical point of view is a beat equation with nonlinear right-hand side the initial value of w has to be known and in the presence of solid walls one of the classical boundary value problems has to be set. Derivation of the appropriate boundary conditions is one of tbe issues resolved here.
In tbe well known stochastic algorithms proposed by Chorin for solving Prandtl boundary layer equations [3] and Navier-Stokes equations [2] vorticity is introduced on the boundary in a way which ensures that zero boundary conditions on the components of the velocity field are approximately satisfied on every time step. Many other different techniques for overcoming this difficulty have been employed in various numerical methods. One of the possible ways of solving this problem is the method used in [1] . Our approach is based on tbe same ideas but from the beginning we want to have the possibility to construct stochastic estimates with finite variance for all the considered integrals and so the integral equations received are different.
When the boundary value problem is posed its solution can be represented as a sum of four potentials. We consider this relation as the equation for the unknown vorticity. Boundary values of the vorticity and its normal derivative depend on.the derivatives of the vorticity in the interior of the domain and on the tangential derivative. So we construct integral equations for these functions also. Finally closed system of seven integral equations for the vorticity and its derivatives in the interior of the domain and on the boundary is constructed. Next we randomize this integral equations system from the Monte Carlo point of view and derive the desired stochastic algorithm.
Vorticity boundary conditions
Let us consider two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in the vorticity form [8] w t + (U · V)t0 = i/Ati;, (2.1) where w = rot U is vorticity (its third component, to be more exact) and U = (u, v) is velocity. We assume here that the fluid is of constant density equal to one and the viscosity coefficient i/ and it fills the infinite region G in R 2 ; dG = Ã is simple connected and compact boundary of the region. Here G = 1R 2 \ GO is the exterior of a bounded simple connected domain GO-Supposing incompressibility of the fluid we have divU = 0, and since we consider the flow past the solid body
for y on dG. The velocity field U(x) for ÷ = (×É,×º) in G is taken to be the sum of two velocities: one due to the irrotational flow with potential ö and another due to rotational flow with a stream function ø:
As a consequence of the fluid incompressibility we have
in G. Let Ã be smooth enough (for example Lyapunov continuous) curve and in every point of this curve the local coordinate system, based on the normal and tangent vectors, can be introduced. Hence, boundary conditions (2.2) for the velocity can be satisfied if we set that both its normal and tangential components are equal to zero. So we have £-£-* £ + £-«; <"> where n(y) = (711,712) is the unit normal at the point y on Ã (this vector is chosen to be looking into GO) and r = (712, -ni) is the unit tangent vector at the same point. We set on dG and impose on ö some conditions at infinity, for example lim grade/? (÷) = UQQ = const.
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So we see that ö is uniquely defined as a solution to the boundary value problem for the Laplace equation. We shall assume that ö and its tangential derivative are either exactly known or we have Monte Carlo estimates with finite variance for these functions. We pass on to the stream function now. Taking the curl of (2.3) we come to the Poisson's equation for ø
Combining (2.5), (2.7) we come to a conclusion that and so ö = const on Ã. Denote
, where E is a fundamental solution to the Laplace equation in R 2 . Assuming that w = -Áö is a unitary function, we can apply the Green's identity to the pair of functions ø, g [11] . So we have
The second surface integral is a double layer potential with a constant density and since ÷ lies in G -the exterior of Ã -it is equal to zero [5] . Applying (2.6) we come to the following representation of ö(÷) in the interior points of G In order to carry out further calculations we have to suppose that function tu(x, t) is smooth enough. Let it be two times continuously different iable as a function of ÷ in G and belong to C l (G x [0,T]). Suppose also that all these derivatives are absolutely integrable in X = G x (Ï, Ô). These restrictions enable us to differentiate the potentials that are under our consideration under the integral sign and to change the order of differentiation.
We have obtained (2.9) as a consequence of zero boundary conditions for the velocity. Consider it from the opposite point of view now. Suppose that ö is such a function that satisfies boundary conditions for the velocity. It means that ö -const on Ã and (2.6) holds also. These conditions will be satisfied for all times if they are true for t = 0 : Recall now that everywhere in G w satisfies the Navier-Stokes equation. We substitute w t by its expression from (2.1) and apply the Green's identity to the pair of functions w and g. So r ó
Consider now the limit of this expression when ÷ tends to the boundary. The left-hand side of it tends to zero since ø is continuously differentiate in the closed domain G. Taking into account the limiting properties of a double layer potential on the right-hand side, we come to the integral equation for the boundary value of the vorticity, which will be denoted Bw for clarity.
Bw(y,t) = -
(2.12)
forall(y,i)e;y. The same procedure can be applied to the normal derivative of ö. So we take the normal derivative of (2.9), differentiate it with respect to time and obtain dtdn'
ft»(y)

I g(y,y)wt(x,t)dx.
Using the equation for vorticity (2.1) and the Green's formula, we can continue the last equality and arrive at the following
There arise no problems with the first two terms of the last expression but we have to be cautious when handling surface potentials. Recall that by definition , . , , , _ , ~ " , . / \ ,y) · V x ), x € G, y € Ã, y -x = |y -x| -n(y).
So we have as a consequence of the limiting properties of the normal derivative of a simple layer potential (2.14) Situation with a double layer potential is more complex. In order to calculate its normal derivative we apply the technique, described in [5] . 
Integral equation for the vorticity
We can formulate now the problem in the following way. Our aim is to find a solution of the mixed problem for heat equation w t = ß/ÄÀû + F in some points of the domain G and for finite time t < T, subject to the initial vorticity tu(x,0) = tu 0 (x) and boundary conditions (2.12), (2.17) are given.
We have obtained boundary conditions in the form of the integral equations of the second kind. Free terms of these equations depend on the values of the vorticity and its derivatives in the interior points of the domain G and on its tangential derivative on the boundary. We turn now to the construction of such an integral equation system for these functions that will provide us a possibility to solve it with the help of a Monte Carlo method.
Using Green's identity we can represent a solution of this problem as a sum of four potentials (see, for example, [7] , [11] where t
2) ï ó
Here we denote the fundamental solution of two-dimensional heat equation and 9(t) is Heaviside function. The first integral I\ is a volume heat potential. Its density F is equal to the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation (2.1). We can integrate it by parts and apply the Ostrogradsky formula to the bounded domain G Ð {÷ : |x| < }, where R is the radius of such a circle, containing GO, that unitary function w is equal to zero outside of it. So we have
and the curve integral is equal to zero due to the boundary conditions for the velocity. Hence, the first integral in (3.1) can be substituted by
Note that the same rearrangements are possible for the domain integral in (2.12) and so we can rewrite this equation in the following form
Bw(y,t) --J Bw(y',t)^r ) (y,y')d ff (y')
, x)dx. (3.6)
We have, nevertheless, to know derivatives of the vorticity, since the right-hand side of (2.17) depends on them. In order to obtain integral equations for these functions we use another representation for the vorticity:
where the last term is a simple layer heat potential w" = I\* 2) + /<**> + I™, (3.10) y), V x u>) = /< ô) + 7< ô) + /< ô) , (3.11) where integrals in these equations differ from the corresponding integrals in (3.1), (3.8) in one term alone: function AE is substituted by its corresponding derivative. It is essential to note that 1$ is singular integral on the boundary. In order to close the resulting system of integral equations we have to construct an equation for ì. Taking the normal derivative of (3 .7), we use the properties of a simple layer heat potential and obtain
t ) = -jdt'j n(y} t ^ -y) Z(y -y',t -ú)ì(ã', t'}da(y')
Collecting (3.1), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.6), (2.17) we can consider these seven integral equations as a closed system for seven unknown functions w, w xi , w X2 , Àû ô , ì, Bw, w n . Solvability of this system will be shown in the next section.
Solvability of the system
Considering those domain integrals in the resulting system that depend on the velocity, we see that they are bilinear integral operators, since from (2.3), (2.9) follows that U is a linear functional of the vorticity. Bearing this non-linearity in mind, we proceed to the basic question: is this system solvable?
Everywhere in this section we shall use well-known properties of integral operators of the potential theory and suppose for simplicity that WQ is equal to zero. Consider the integral equation for the normal derivative (2.17) to begin with. Denote the curve integral operator which kernel is equal to dg ( y y ') = cosZ ( n (y)>y'-y) Ã) . So, as a consequence of Fredholm theorems, we can assert that (/ -K*)~l is a continuous operator on a subspace of 7/é(Ã), which is orthogonal to constant function on Ã. Here 7 is identity operator. And more than that, since J r , D n are continuous on a smooth curve, |jj is also continuous, and (7 -K*)~l is a continuous operator from C(T) to C(T). So we have Ë_ \ (4.1)
In the full analogy we can rewrite inregral equation for the boundary value of the vorticity in the following form.
Bw = -K (Bw) + J-D(U· V)w. on
Since -1 is not eigenvalue of operator K, (I + K)~l is continuous on L^ and on C l (T) also. So we can write
Considering (3.12), we can write out its solution )'
(4-3) where KT* is the integral operator with the kernel 2^^ (y -y'^ _ ^) ? which operates on C(y).
Next we substitute (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) in (3.1), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and obtain as a consequence a closed system of four integral equations for four functions. if we use (4.5), (4.6), (4.7). Here 6 t -are also some constants and the last inequalities are valid when t tends to zero. So for sufficiently small t for some q < 1. Applying the fixed point theorem we come to a conclusion that (4.4) and, as a consequence, the source system of integral equations has the unique solution in a bounded vicinity of zero in the space of continuous functions. 
Remark. It is essential to note that solvability o/(4.4) and uniqueness of its solution holds as well in the space of integrable functions with the weighted norm
Iterative stochastic algorithm
Consider simple iterative procedure for solving system (4.4) for sufficiently small t and hence iterations (5.1) converge to the solution of (4.4). We construct stochastic algorithm now on the basis of (5.1), using the same ideas as in [10] . One of the possible ways to do that is to define branching Markov chain of points in X U y and simply randomize not only computation of the integrals but a summation of these integral operators as well. Chain starts at the fixed point (XQ, to) € #. Using the first integral equation of (4.4) (integral representation for the vorticity in the interior of G) we set (for this particular law of branching and constructing of the chain) that if the point (Xt,t«) is known, then estimator w for the value of w in this point is equal to So we see that stochastic estimator w and Markov chain (xj,t t ·) are constructed simultaneously. Estimators w n and ,ÂÀû are constructed with a help of the walk on boundary algorithm [6] , where computation of the free term integrals, depending on w and its derivatives is randomized also. (Note, that randomized calculation of singular integrals is a source of branching for the Markov chain, see [6] ). These estimators, as we know, are biased, but contraction property of operator /C provides us with a possibility to assert that the bias of w is of the same order. The analogous procedure of randomization is applied in order to obtain the values of and £, that also leads to the branching of the chain. Transition densities pi are obviously chosen to be consistent with corresponding nominators of the fractions in (5.3).
It is clear that the estimator, constructed according to the rule which is described here, satisfies the integral equation on every step to an accuracy of å. But since we have the absolute convergence of the iterative algorithm (5.1) at a speed of geometric progression, then the mathematical expectation of the estimator, constructed according to the rule (5.3) on every step of the branching Markov chain {(xo,£o)> (xi^i)? ···}, will be finite and Å þ(÷ï,^ï) -^(xo?^o) 4" Ï (å).
Proof of the finiteness of the variance is a more complicated problem, but for sufficiently small t it is solvable, since at every step we have a contraction property for the appropriate choice of transition densities.
It is essential to note that in the considered class of smooth enough functions, which are defined in the domain with smooth boundary, solution of the integral equation can be substituted in (2.1) and it satisfies the source differential equation.
Finally we have Proposition. Stochastic estimator, constructed in accordance with the law (5.3) , is ebiased (for arbitrary small ) estimator for solution of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation with finite variance for sufficiently small times.
